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AbstratLarge-sale maroeonometri models have for 40 years been workhorses of poliyanalysis at entral banks|this despite the bumpy path that aompanied theiradoption. DSGE models are now replaing the old maroeonometri models. Thispaper is about avoiding the bumpy path this time. The paper argues that the newmodels are on the whole no better, and are in some dimensions worse, than the oldmodels by the standards of the ritiques of the 1970s models. The paper argues fora more pragmati standard and illustrates some tools for enhaning the pratialvalue of the models.Keywords: DSGE, identi�ation, foreastingJEL lassi�ation:I would like to thank Abhishek Gupta, Lua Guerrieri, Dale Henderson, Eri Leeper,and Lars Svensson for valuable insights and Maro DeNegro and Jesper Linde forthe same and for going above and beyond the all of duty in helping me analyzeDSGE models they helped develop.



The 1960s were an exiting time. Most notably, an impressive new kind ofmaroeonometri model was entering entral banking, and utting-edge entralbanks were beginning to analyze poliy as an problem of optimal ontrol. The De.1965 edition of Time, a popular U.S. news magazine, has Keynes on the over, andis almost giddy in tone over the suesses of ounterylial poliy. Indeed, one getsthe impression that the future of the business yle might be rather dull: `[U.S.businessmen℄ have begun to take for granted that the Government will intervene tohead o� reession or hoke o� ination.'By the revealed preferene of entral bankers, the new eonometri models werea lasting suess. The original models and their diret desendents remained work-horses of poliy analysis at entral banks for the next forty years or so. Were it notfor the role the models played in the tragi eonomi events of the 1970s, this wouldbe a very happy tale of siene translating into advanes in pratial poliymaking.We are again in exiting times, with a new breed of poliy analysis model enter-ing entral banking from aademis. Cutting-edge entral banks are beginning toanalyze monetary poliy as an optimal ontrol problem. For the �rst time sine themistakes of the 1970s, siene is gaining the upper hand in some disussions of theart and siene of monetary poliymaking (e.g., Mishkin, 2007). At a reent entralbanking onferene, I heard a senior entral banker lament that the modern strategyof model-based exible ination targeting might render entral banking rather dull.As was true of the large-sale maroeonometri models, the new dynami sto-hasti general equilibrium (DSGE) models oming into use at entral banks repre-sent a major advane over what ame before. There are plentiful opportunities forpratial poliy to bene�t from the reent sienti� advanes in modelling.This paper is, however, about how to avoid the bumpy path that ourred soonafter adoption of last generation of models. I argue that the proess of movingmajor sienti� advanes into poliy is prone to suh mistakes. More spei�ally,I argue that the mistakes ow, in part, from failure to arefully appraise whathas atually been ahieved in the siene, failure to arefully identify the soure1



of pratial poliymaking bene�ts, and failure to pay attention to the limits of thenew siene. The unsurprising impliation is that we should arefully evaluate thepratial merits of sienti� advanes.Unfortunately, the ontentious nature of maroeonomis, in general, and poliymodeling, in partiular, make it espeially hallenging for the poliymaking worldto reliably assess the pratial merits of advanes. Before ritiquing the models, Iattempt to untangle some of the onfusing threads debates over poliy modeling,leading to two important perspetives from whih to evaluate the new models.The bottom line from these ritiques is that, from the perspetive of the promi-nent ritiques 1970s modelling, the new models are no better than existing models.The new models are learly worse in some important dimensions. In onrete terms,optimal poliy analysis in the new models rests on foundations that, on balane, areno more solid than analysis using the previous generation of models.I argue that the ritiques of the 1970s set an unrealisti standard, however. Fromwhat I argue is a more pratial perspetive the models represent an vital advane.In the �nal setion of the paper I provide some suggestions about how to maximizethe bene�ts from the new siene.1 Preliminaries: siene, poliy, and aademi ritique1.1 A medial tragedyFleming's 1928 disovery of the antibioti properties of peniillin revolutionized thesiene of infetious disease. The expanding array of antibiotis over the followingdeades led to amazing dereases in mortality and morbidity from these diseases[e.g., Lewis, 1995℄.Indeed, by the 1970s, many authorities were delaring the problem solved, ornearly so. William Stewart (2008), the U.S. surgeon general, is quoted (Upshur,2008) as saying that we had wiped out baterial infetion in the U.S. Nobel Prizewinner Mafarlane Burnett with David White (1972, p. 263) speulated that, `the2



future of infetious disease. . . will be very dull.'Of ourse, these preditions have been radially wrong and many infetious dis-eases are making a major omebak [e.g., Lewis, 1995; Upshur, 2008℄. The emer-gene of multi-drug resistant bateria is a major problem in hospitals and elsewhere.Many failed to take note of the adaptability of bateria|a sort of baterial Luasritique|and a slowed pae of disovery of new antibiotis.The fat that the experts made a bad predition does not make this a tragedy;two additional fators do. Cautious observers, well aware of the potential problemsfrom the start, proposed poliies to avoid these problems.In his Nobel leture Fleming (1945, p. 93) noted that it `is not diÆult to makemirobes resistant to peniillin in the laboratory by exposing them to onentrationsnot suÆient to kill them. . . .' In the onluding passages of his leture he detailedthe dangers that have sine transpired. In pratie, atual medial poliy looks morelike an optimal strategy desribed by Fleming for building nasty bugs than avoidingthem.The seond tragi fator is the revolution that did not take plae. Around 1850,Ignaz Semmelweis demonstrated the best defense against baterial transmission inhospitals: hand washing. While this �nding was largely undisputed and the under-pinnings beame more solid over the next 150 years, the handwashing lesson wentlargely ignored. An editorial by William Jarvis in the Lanet (1994, p.1312) entitled`Handwashing|The Semmelweis lesson forgotten?' aompanied the summarizedyet another reent study on the subjet: `[Health are workers℄ in intensive areunits and in outpatient linis, seldom wash their hands before patient ontats.'Of ourse, the two tragi fators interat. The misuse of antibiotis along withthe failure to wash hands in hospitals probably played a signi�ant role in makinghospitals the inubators of nasty bugs (e.g., Jarvis, 1994; Stone, 2000).If you have visited a hospital lately, you know that the handwashing revolutionis now �nally underway{at least 50 years, if not 150 years, too late. Why? Amongthe most important barriers stated in studies is that dotors, in partiular, are so3



busy bringing the patients the bene�ts of modern siene that they simply forgetthe mundane step of hand washing.These medial poliy mistakes share some features with the mistakes of maro-eonomi poliy in the 1970s. In both ases, I think the broadest lesson is that itis perfetly possible for poliy to dissipate the bene�ts of sienti� breakthroughsthrough exess optimism over what has atually been ahieved and insuÆient at-tention to mundane limitations.1.2 Critiques of maro poliy modelling in maroThe remainder of the paper takes it as given that areful attention to the details ofwhat has been ahieved in siene is important if we are to maximize the pratialpoliy bene�ts and minimize the risks from implementing sienti� advanes. Thislaim should not, I think, be too ontroversial; and we might simply move to aritique of the new DSGE models. The history of ritique of poliy models in marohas some reurring and very onfusing themes, however, and it is important thatwe sort these out before ontinuing.Poliy modeling as it is pratied today arguably had its roots in Hik's reationof the IS/LM model. Later, Hiks severely ritiqued the IS/LM model, arguingthat it was wholly inadequate for the task at hand. Of ourse, the model remaineda pedagogial workhorse, and arguably remained at the ore of large-sale maro-eonometri models. This outome led some to study `the strange persistene of theIS/LM Model.'1In the 1960s, large sale maroeonometri models were onstruted. Followingthe poliy debales of the 1970s, Luas ompletely rejeted the entire lass of models,arguing,More partiularly, I shall argue that the features whih lead to suessin short-term foreasting are unrelated to quantitative poliy evaluation,that the major eonometri models are (well) designed to perform the1 This is the title of a speial issue of the History of Politial Eonomy, 2005.4



former task only, and that simulations using these models an, in prin-iple, provide no useful information as to the atual onsequenes ofalternative eonomi poliies. (emphasis in orig.; 1981, p.105)Luas advoated reation of a new lass of rational expetations, equilibriummodels that would be more suitable. Until an aeptable model in this lass wasrealized, eonomi reasoning was of no value whatsoever:In situations of risk, the hypothesis of rational behavior on the part ofagents will have valuable ontent, so that behavior may be explainable interms of eonomi theory. In suh situations, expetations are rationalin Muth's sense. In ases of unertainty, eonomi reasoning will be ofno value. (1981, p.224)These views had a strong impat in aademis. As King, notes,Taken together with the prior inherent diÆulties with maroeonomet-ri models, these two events [stagation and publiation of Luas's riti-ism℄ meant that interest in large-sale maroeonometri models essen-tially evaporated. (1995, p.72)Of ourse, when King argues that interest in large-sale maroeonometri mod-els evaporated, he is referring to interest on the aademi side. Despite the rushingritiques, these models had, from an aademi perspetive, a strange persistene,remaining a workhorse of poliy analysis at least until reently.Sims had severely ritiqued the original models in his seminal work `Maro-eonoms and reality,' arguing that the identifying assumptions were simply `in-redible.' He took up the 1990s updates:[O℄ne might therefore have hoped that there would be lear progress aswe moved from the early simultaneous equations models, to MPS andthe RDX's, thene to the urrent QPM and FRBUS model. But if thereis progress, it ertainly isn't lear, and my own view is that the hangesin these models over time have by and large been more regress thanprogress. (2002, p.23)The Bank of England reently introdued its new BEQM model (Harrison, et al.,2005), a hybrid of DSGE elements and eonometris. Sims's (2006) verdit: worse5



still.2How an it be that models that are of no value whatsoever and an generatelittle or no aademi interest, remained prominent in the poliy proess?. How anit be that Central Banks have presided over several deades of monotoni deline inmodel quality?Of ourse, it is possible that either Luas and Sims or the entral bankers weresimply misguided. My preferred explanation, though, is that the two sides areevaluating the models along di�erent dimensions. If we are to arefully assess themerits of the new DSGE models, it is important that we understand both sets ofriteria. The riteria underlying the Sims and Luas ritiques are well known; thealternative riteria are worth developing further.1.3 A traditional view of maro modellingAs noted above, the history of rushing, but ine�etual, ritique of maro poliymodeling may have begun with Hiks's rejetion of the IS/LM model. Solow pro-vided a possible explanation in defending younger Hiks against older Hiks in theinaugural Hiks leture in Oxford (1984):But suppose eonomis is not a omplete siene . . . , and maybe evenhas very little prospet of beoming one. Suppose all it an do is help usto organize our neessarily inomplete pereptions about the eonomy,to see onnetions the untutored eye would miss, to tell plausible storieswith the help of a few entral priniples.. . . In that ase what we want apiee of eonomi theory to do is preisely to train our intuition, to giveus a handle on the fats in the inelegant Amerian phrase. (1984,p.15)This perspetive starts with the presumption that our best haraterization ofthe relevant issues is far from omplete and that our models and poliy ambitionsshould be tailored to this fat. Hayek (1989) makes this argument in general termsin his Nobel leture, and Milton Friedman's ase for the k-perent money growthrule was learly based in this perspetive.2 Sims argues that while models like FRB/US an at least be interpreted as onsistent with aoherent probability model, BEQM annot. 6



Beause the optimality properties of the k-perent rule have been muh studied,one might forget that Friedman's justi�ation was based not on optimality, but onthe fat that we ould not possibly derive a rule that is optimal in any meaningfulsense. Friedman argued,It is not perhaps a proposal that one would onsider at all optimum ifour knowledge of the fundamental auses of ylial utuations wereonsiderably greater than I, for one, think it to be. . . (1948, p.263)He ontinued with a fairly thorough disussion of the main dangers in the proposal,inluding, \The proposal may not sueed in reduing ylial utuations to toler-able proportions.. . . I do not see how it is possible to know now whether this is thease." (p.264)Friedman reognized that, in the fae of radially inomplete understanding, ourpoliy reommendations do not rest on the kind of foundations we would prefer tohave|we are doomed to be mistake prone. Of ourse, most maroeonomists nowbelieve that the k-perent rule would not be tolerable.The Friedman/Hayek/Solow-style perspetive that maro poliy analysis mustbe premised on the presumption of substantively inomplete understanding our-ishes in entral banks. For example, the Fed's Chairman Greenspan argued that,Despite the extensive e�ort to apture and quantify these key maro-eonomi relationships, our knowledge about many of these importantlinkages is far from omplete and in all likelihood will always remain so.(2003, pp.1{2)I think this perspetive is preisely what is required to understand the strangepersistene of IS/LM and large-sale eonometri models. In short, the modelsserved the modest purpose of helping organize inomplete pereptions, tell plausiblestories, and provide a handle on the fats.Of ourse, models playing this role are quite far from the modeling ideal thatremains the legitimate goal of researh. Luas is probably right that models suitablefor the more modest role are of little or no value for the task of performing demon-strably optimal poliy analysis. While the models evolved to better meet limited7



ambitions, Sims is arguably orret that this evolution took the models farther insome relevant metri from ones that would meet the ideal.If we are to understand the proper role of the new DSGE models in poliymaking,I believe we must ritique them from both perspetives. Before onduting my ver-sion of these ritiques, it is worth exploring the inomplete-model, limited-ambitionsperspetive more fully.1.4 Toward a theory of the seond best in poliy analysisLuas asserted that eonomi reasoning would be of `no value' in poliy analysisoutside the ontext of a rational expetations-style equilibrium. The view that anyother form of modelling is ad ho and thereby worthless, or nearly so, remains, inmy view, an underurrent in the maro profession.3Let us onede that the sort of mirofounded, optimizing model advoated byLuas is the ideal. But suppose we also posit a world in whih the poliymaker hasthe sort of inomplete understanding of the eonomy desribed above. For this ase,I think we need a theory of the seond best in poliy analysis that is akin to thatused in welfare analysis. A few lessons that would be part of that theory an beseen in a muh simpler ontext.Two nations have deided to settle their eonomi di�erenes with a game ofhess; the poliymaker's problem is to hoose how her nation will play this game.One proposal is to have the world hess hampion|a loal itizen|play for theountry; the alternative is to play an optimal model-based strategy.The hess hampion desribes his approah: I onsider the board and variousaspets about my opponent and ome up with that seems likely to be a good move.The optimizer argues that this is ad ho. How do you impose onsisteny? By whatriteria an we judge whether any given move is in fat optimal, or more nearly so,than another?The optimizer argues that he an prove that the hampion's strategy is sub-3 Sims 2006 pereives a persistene of this view.8



optimal and o�ers an optimal strategy as an alternative. The poliymaker asks,`You an prove the hampion's hess play is suboptimal?' Well, not preisely, heresponds, for hess is too ompliated. Through inredible advanes in algorithmsand omputation, we have, however, solved an approximation to hess alled hek-ers (note: hekers was formally solved in 2007, see Shae�er, et al, 2007). Wehave proved hekers is a tie, and, hene, proved that the hampion, who sometimesloses, plays suboptimally. `Does this proof provide a onstrutive strategy for play?'the poliymaker asks. Well, the omputational algorithm behind the proof is notpratial for use in real time, so we have developed a feasible, and approximatelyoptimal, strategy for a simpli�ed version of hekers.The hess hampion argues that we have little reason to suppose that an approx-imately optimal strategy for simpli�ed hekers might not be even lose to optimalfor the real-world problem. The optimizer onedes that the model has some limi-tations, but argues that at the very minimum, the world hampion should onsiderthe `optimal poliy play' as a baseline in ontemplating moves.Chess has not been formally solved and will not be solved soon: we have nosatisfatory rational expetations model of optimal play in hess. Despite this fat,two fats are indisputable: Some individuals are very good at playing hess, andad ho models of hess now give poliy advie that ompares favorably with thebest human play. To be lear, these hess poliy models are outside the lass ofoptimization-based, mirofounded, rational expetations models.4 Thus, even inareas suh as playing hess for reward, in whih rational expetations modelling islearly appliable and presents no oneptual hallenges, suh modelling may beintratable.Perhaps the key empirial lesson suggested by this example is that we havelittle reason to suppose that, in the fae of intratable problems, the best pratialmodel will be some mirofounded model simpli�ed to the point of tratability. It ismanifestly false that ad homodels outside the mirofounded lass are of no pratial4 Loosely speaking, the programs are based on a set of ad ho soring algorithms that have beentuned for empirial suess in partiular ontexts. See, e.g., Marsland and Shae�er, 19909



value. For the eonomi problem of winning hess games, the best poliy adviefrom ad ho models urrently performs exeedingly well and may soon dominateall alternatives. Suh models are, however, of no diret value in the legitimateenterprise of deriving formally optimal strategies.There are endlessly many reasons why making monetary poliy is not diretlyanalogous to a hess play. Perhaps the most telling is that the hess hampion anperfet the skill through playing and studying thousands of games. While we donot fully understand this learning/optimizing proess, one an imagine that throughfrequent repetition, humans approximate optimality better than any but the mostreent of algorithms.The next example is a bit loser to monetary poliy in some ways. It is atargeting problem, the onditions are omplex, and repetition, experimentation,and trial-and-error learning is limited.The poliymaker is about to �nane a voyage of disovery sometime in the 15thentury. She is hoosing between navigation by a method that has formally beenproven optimal and aptain who uses an ad ho alternative. The aptain desribeshis approah as a `look at everything strategy:' the aptain looks at weather, seaonditions, sea depth, what sea birds have been observed reently, and forms hisbest estimate of loation. The aptain notes that this approah has been used withsome suess in the past|he has sueeded in one long voyage. A few others have aswell; but many pratitioners have, admittedly, found themselves, to borrow Luas'sphrase, in way over their heads.The optimizer proposes optimal targeting of the destination|proven to be op-timal under the assumptions of onstant oean urrent and wind speed. Upon theobjetion that these assumptions are quite speial, the optimizer notes that theassumptions are atually quite general: they may be viewed as a �rst-order approx-imation to arbitrary smooth problems, and a graduate student is generalizing theanalysis to navigation in spaes of arbitrary dimension. The sea aptain ontinuesto objet that the optimal approah is too simplisti. The obvious response: `it10



takes a model to beat a model.'Like many bits of aphoristi wisdom, this statement is, in my view, either tautol-ogous or wrong. It is true that in the important searh for the best mirofoundations-based model, it takes one to beat one. It is plainly false, however, that in the searhfor the best guide for pratial poliy, a mirofoundations-based model an only bebeaten by another. Indeed, in the hess example just given, the best ad ho humanplay and the best ad ho models would quite literally beat all mirofoundations-based models.1.5 ImpliationsFrom these extended preliminaries, I see a few tentative lessons.First, as new siene is brought into the poliy proess, we should be partiularlyareful to examine the pratial merits of the advanes. This is not to say that weshould simply be skeptial of laims oming from siene (although this might bea good idea). Rather, we should be very on what the siene has established andpartiularly lear about whih elements of the advanes are of pratial relevane.Seond, in the area of poliy modelling, ritiques from two perspetives may beof interest. From the �rst-best perspetive, we an ask whether the advanes bringus a omplete formal model that produes optimal poliy alulations of diret valuein poliy|or, at least are serious ompetitors to the ad ho approahes that havebeen onstituted best pratie to date.From the perspetive of the seond best, we ask di�erent questions. In thisperspetive, our knowledge is inomplete and we do not yet have a model meetingthe �rst-best standards. We ask of a model mainly that it be useful in struturingour thinking.These two perspetives need not onit, but as the history of poliy ritiquesshows, what is arguably progress from one perspetive may be regress from theother. We should pay partiular attention to whih sort of advanes are embeddedin the new models. 11



2 Critique of DSGE models from two perspetivesThe DSGE literature has brought myriad advanes in basi eonomis, tehniquesof dynami optimization, omputations, and Bayesian methods. Perhaps with abit of hyperbole, let us aept that these models provide the magnitude of advanethat antibiotis brought to mediine. To help avoid the mistakes of mediine, in thissetion, we ritique DSGE models as urrently implemented from both the �rst-bestand seond-best perspetives.Beause muh of the progress in the DSGE literature appears foused on ahiev-ing the �rst-best ideal of a mirofounded model, one might suppose that the newmodels have great pratial merits in this regard. This is a fundamental misreadingof what has been ahieved to date.2.1 A brief history of DSGE modelsFollowing the failures of the 1970s, Luas laid out a roadmap for a new lass ofmodels with mirofoundations that would be less prone to suh failure. In partiular,the models would begin with expliit statement of objetives and the informationsets for all agents and of the onstraints they fae. Then equilibrium behavior isderived as the result of expliit onstrained optimization problems.In 1981, Luas laid out the roadmap,I think it is fairly lear that there is nothing in the behavior of observedeonomi time series whih preludes ordering them in equilibrium terms,and enough theoretial examples exist to lend on�dene to the hope thatthis an be done in an expliit and rigorous way. To date, however, noequilibrium model has been developed whih meets these standards andwhih, at the same time, ould pass the test posed by the Adelmans(1959). My own guess would be that suess in this sense is �ve, but nottwenty-�ve years o�. (1981, p. 234)The modeling e�orts began with Kydland and Presott's (1982) Nobel Prizewinning work; notable ontributions inlude (Chrisitiano, et al., 2001,2005; Ereg,Henderson, Levin, 2000; Greenwood, Herowitz, Hu�man, 1988) It did not take12



long, however, to reognize that the task would take onsiderably longer than �veyears. A number of new tehnial tools were needed, but the main roadblok wasthat it proved diÆult to speify expliit individual deision problems in suh a waythat the aggregate dynamis mathed the kind of persistent o-movement that weassoiate with the business yle. In short, produer and onsumer behavior tendedto adjust too quikly to new information in the early models.Modelers began to look for the sorts of onstraints that would generate persistentdynamis. For obvious reasons, the general lass of onstraints that would do thetrik are known as `fritions,' and to a large extent, the development of DSGE modelsbeame a broad-ranging searh to disover a set of fritions that, when layered ontothe onventional ore model, might pass Adelman-type tests of reproduing realistidynamis. As of the turn of the entury, we were arguably beginning to produerealisti dynamis.In what was a major set of advanes, Smets and Wouters (2003, 2007), buildingmost spei�ally on work of Christiano, Eihenbaum and Evans, added a largerset of persistent exogenous shoks to the ore model than had previously beentypial, employed a large set of promising fritions,5 spei�ed a di�use prior over theparameters, and then applied a Bayesian estimation sheme. The resulting posteriormet various riteria of �t to 7 maro variables|riteria that had previously beenimpossible to attain. In partiular, foreasts using the DSGE model omparedfavorably to ertain well-respeted benhmarks.DSGE models that follow approximately this reipe are being formulated andoming into use at entral banks around the world. Notably, a version of the Smets-Wouters model is used at the ECB, and a model that is similar in form, alledRamses (e.g, Adolfson, et al. 2006, 2007), is now used by the Swedish Riksbank.One one has a formal model, it is natural to perform optimal poliy ompu-tations. This projet was initiated in the 1970s, but largely died with the 1970sproblems. The new DSGE models have a muh more sophistiated treatment of5 Stiky wages and pries, stiky adjustment of apaity utilization, investment adjustment ost;habit formation in onsumption. 13



expetations and other features, whih make optimal poliy omputations moreompliated analytially. There have been many important advanes in the studyof optimal monetary poliy in DSGE models (e.g. Woodford, 1999, 2000, 2001,2003). Until reently, there has been little work on the way optimal poliy alula-tions might be used in day-to-day poliymaking. Reently, Adolfson, et al. (2006)has �lled this void, showing how to produe optimal poliy projetions that are thenatural analog of the ad ho model projetions ommonly used in poliy disussionsat entral banks.2.2 Brief desription of the Ramses modelIn the appliations below, we use the Ramses model. To �x ideas, we desribekey elements of the model here. This is a natural hoie for a several reasons. Itwas developed at the Riksbank for poliy analysis, it is well-doumented in publilyavailable papers (e.g., (e.g, Adolfson, et al. 2006), and Adolfson et al. (2007) havereently shown how to use the model for pratial optimal poliy alulations. Suhalulations may beome part of the poliy proess at the Riksbank.The model �ts in the general framework desribed above: a ore model witha large number of fritions and exogenous shoks; exogenously spei�ed dynamistruture for the shoks. Ramses is an open eonomy model based on the standardsmall open eonomy assumption that the foreign setor is exogenous. There are15 observable variables used in the estimation of the model|a one-period interestrate and a real exhange rate; 5 output quantity variables: output, onsumption,investment, exports, imports; a real exhange rate, hours worked, real wages; threenominal prie measures: two prie ination rates and an investment deator; andthree world variables: output, ination, and an interest rate. .There are more exogenous shoks than variables. These inlude a monetary pol-iy shok, 5 shoks a�eting either tehnology or the substitutability between typesof investment goods, two markup shoks (exporters and domesti), a risk premiumshok, and two household preferene shoks. As for fritions, the model inludes14



stiky pries and stiky wages (with indexation), part of the wage bill of �rms mustbe �naned in advane, there is external habit formation in onsumption, and in-vestment adjustment osts. Monetary poliy is given by a Taylor-type rule thatinludes ination, the output gap, the real exhange rate, and the lagged interestrate.The model is estimated using Bayesian tehniques. The prior for eah of about50 parameters is independent of the others, entered on reasonable and fairly di�use.The ritique that follows presumes a model with these braod features: multiplefritions and shoks with exogenously spei�ed dynami form estimated under adi�use prior.2.3 Critique from the �rst-best perspetiveLet us take it as given that if poliy analysis is to onform to the �rst-best ideal,the models must overome the major ritiques of the 1970s models: we need amodel with mirofoundations; a omplete probability model for the phenomena athand that reprodues business yle features of the data and is based on redibleidentifying assumptions.6Let us also onede that the models have at minimum attained good enough�t to the data, foreasting properties, and poliy impliations to warrant seriousonsideration for use in the poliy proess. Of ourse, the models of the 1970s alsohad good �t and foreasting properties and reasonable poliy impliations. Merelyattaining this standard is no response to the devastating ritiques from the �rst-best perspetive. Nor is it suÆient to avoid the mistakes of the 1970s. This setionritially evaluates how the new models stand up to three major ritiques of the1970s models.6 There are, of ourse, ontinuing debates over the importane of some of these ritiques. Onthe Luas ritique, see Erisson and Irons, 1995 and Sims, e.g., 2006.
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2.3.1 The Luas CritiqueOne set of advanes embedded in these models is found in the family of issues sur-rounding mirofoundations, whih are essential if we are to avoid the Luas ritique.Up to now, we have followed the literature in using the term mirofoundations ratherloosely. At this point, it is important to distinguish two senses of mirofoundations.A model has what I will all weak form mirofoundations if deisions by agents aregoverned by expliit dynami optimization problems: the modeler states the on-straints, information sets, and objetives expliitly and derives optimal behavior.A model has strong form mirofoundations if, in addition, the formulation ofthe problem faed by agents is onsistent with relevant miroeonomi evideneon the nature of those problems, and �xed aspets of the onstraints on behavior(parameters, et.) are spei�ed in terms of features that are reasonably viewed asimmutable, or at least not subjet to hoie by the optimizers.Whereas the researh agenda began as a searh for strong form mirofoundations,the reliane on well-founded miro and arguably `deep' parameters gave way, tosome degree, to a searh to disover what sort of ad ho fritions might work. Thepubliation of the work of Smets and Wouters (2003) may be a reasonable point tomark the end of the searh for a model with weak form mirofoundations.From the standpoint of responding to the Luas ritique, however, attaining amodel with weak form mirofoundation is mainly a promising starting point.Consider the mirofoundations of stiky pries and wages. Of ourse, stikypries and wages have always been at the enter of the Keynesian story of businessyles. Providing a solid rationale for the stikiness is an important subjet forKeynesians. The urrent DSGE models have no suh rationale: they generallyexogenously impose that �rms an only hange pries at ertain exogenously hosenpoints in time|those points may be stohasti (Calvo priing) or deterministi(Taylor ontrats). From the standpoint of a fundamental rationale, this is, at best,a modest advane over Hiks's IS/LM model: instead of �xed pries, a �rm's prieis �xed until some exogenous proess unrelated to eonomi fundamentals allows16



the �rm to hange them.Setting aside the heavy-handed form of the priing frition, one might askwhether at least the parameter determining the exogenous frequeny of prie ad-justment might reasonably be viewed as `deep.' I have seen no serious argument,however, for the view that the frequeny of prie adjustment should be seen as a deepparameter'in the eonomy.7 A quik hek of reent events in Zimbabwe, though,reminds us that prie setters are perfetly apable of hanging the frequeny withwhih they adjust pries. The miroeonomi evidene from more modest inationsis, at best, mixed (e.g., Nakamura and Steinsson, forthoming).At least, one might argue, the exogenous average frequeny of prie adjustmentis hosen to be onsistent with the miroeonomi evidene summarized, e.g., byBils and Klenow (2004) and Nakamura and Steinsson (forthoming). Even this istrue in only a peuliar and limited sense. I think the best reading of the miroevidene alls into question the validity of assuming a single average rate of prieadjustment. The miroeonomi evidene overwhelmingly supports the view thatdi�erent sorts of goods have di�erent average frequenies of prie adjustment.As elsewhere in maro, it is only under very restritive assumptions|amountingto a form of linearity|that the behavior of an aggregate of heterogeneous agents isbest desribed by the behavior of an individual with average parameters.8 At thispoint, we have a good start on the exploration of this heterogeneity (e.g., Carvahlo(2006) and Nakamura and Steinsson (2008)). At minimum the results support theview that the heterogeneity may matter for optimal poliy.We have barely begun to explore several elements of heterogeneity. For example,the mirodata show dramati seular and time-varying rates of relative inationaross broad ategories of goods. In the U.S. CPI data, durable goods inationhas been negative for the past 20 years, while ination on, say, medial are andtextbooks has utuated loser to 10 perent. Heterogeneous ination rates ould7 Leeper (2005) also makes this argument.8 Aggregation is generally not even losed: the aggregate need not behave like an individual forany parameter value. 17



also have important impliations for optimal poliy.9My goal is not to give an exhaustive analysis of this topi, only to emphasizethat the assumption that �rms' pries are exogenously �xed for extended periodsdoes not onstitute a miroeonomi rationale for prie stikiness. It is not spei�edin terms of a plausibly `deep' parameter, and serious onsideration of the miro evi-dene provides ample reason to question whether this assumption aptures relevantfeatures of the data. I will take up related arguments about the assumption of habitformation in onsumption below, and we ould perform a similar analysis of otherfritions.I am not arguing that the DSGE literature has gone astray. In the searh for amodel with strong-form mirofoundations, ahieving a plausible DSGE model withweak-form mirofoundations is a major ahievment, setting the stage for assault onthe larger goal. From a pratial poliy perspetive, however, the urrent imple-mentation of these models is far from meeting the standard laid out by Luas.2.3.2 The Sims ritiqueProbably the seond most prominent ritique of 1970s models is Sims's argumentthat the ausal struture of the models rested on `inredible' identifying restritions.Sims began his ritique, as Luas did, by oneding reasonable �t and foreastingproperties of the models. Ehoing the Cowles ommission, Sims argued that, fromamong all the di�erent strutural models that would imply similarly good �t andforeasts, one must pik the one with the orret ausal struture if one hopes toperform reliable poliy analysis. Beause these alternative strutures �t the datasimilarly well, the hoie must be made on a priori grounds. Sims argued that,in the large maroeonometri models, this hoie was based on riteria that weresimply `inredible.'9 For example, in simple stiky prie models, the entral bank an eliminate the stiky priedistortion by targeting stiky pries. In a world of optimal hoie of frequeny of adjustmentand heterogeneous ination rates, the stikiest prie, all else equal, would simply be that on thegood with ination rate losest to zero. This ontains no information about how to minimize thedistortion on goods with nonzero ination rates.18



As for the new models, Sims argues,But we need to remain aware that there are many potential ways to gen-erate prie stikiness and non-neutrality. Similar qualitative aggregateobservations may be aounted for by mehanisms with ontraditoryimpliations for welfare evaluation of monetary poliy. (2001a,p.5)This view is worth expliating further. Let us fous on the transmission meh-anism of monetary poliy, a key feature to get right in any poliy analysis model.Identifying the dynamis of how hanges in the poliy interest rate spread to theeonomy, ausing hanges in aggregate inome and ination, is a long-standing andunsettled problem in maro|the profession has struggled mightily with this issuefor deades. The new DSGE models add another voie to the horus, resolving theissue by imposing zero mass on ertain fritions and arbitrarily varying (but di�use)amount of mass on others.10It would be very diÆult, perhaps inredible, to argue that the identifying restri-tions impliit in this approah resolve the long-standing ontroversy. Sims (2008)makes a similar ase.2.3.3 The Hendry ritiqueIn disussing the Luas and Sims ritiques, we have stipulated that the �t of theDSGE models is adequate. Sims and Luas made the analogous onession in ri-tiquing the maroeonometri models of the 1970s.Hendry (e.g., 1980, 1985) argues that the 1970s models simply did not �t. Themodels showed a glaring inability to aount for arguably important features of theirestimation samples. Pagan (2002) argues that this helps rationalize why the entralbanks re�ned the models rather than abandoning them after the breakdowns in the1970s.How do the DSGE models fare under this ritique? There are many aspets of�t of DSGE models we ould ritique. I will fous on one. The models are �t to a10 I say arbitrarily varying to emphasize that the di�use prior is not in any meaningful senseat; the prior disriminates among di�erent formulations, but in a way that is unmotivated.19



very small set of variables (say, less than 20); the older maroeonometri modelswere �t to a muh larger set of data. The DSGE models have impliations for amuh larger set of variables than are used in estimation, however. Perhaps mostprominently, the models have impliations for the entire term struture of interestrates, yet only short-term interest rates are used in the empirial analysis.The expetations theory of the term struture holds (or almost holds) in themodels and this theory is known to be grossly inonsistent with the data|espeiallythe U.S. data. To put it most ontentiously, we have disovered one way to `�t' thedynamis of the quantity of investment (whih is inluded in the analysis): move thelong-term interest rate in arbitrary, ounterfatual ways. We may eho Hendry instating that these models show a glaring inability to aount for arguably importantaspets of the data. In this regard, the models are, almost by design, unambiguouslyworse than the large maroeonometri models of the past.2.3.4 Bottom line from a �rst-best perspetiveThe �rst-best modeling ideal is lear and stringent. We now have in plae a set oftools and a tratable set of models that might allow us to attain the goal.It would be foolish, however, to onlude that, in demonstrating the generiviability of DSGE models, the siene has produed a model that atually hasthe desired properties. What has been provided is a model with largely ad homirofoundations, unstudied and arbitrary identifying assumptions. The modelshave grossly ounterfatual impliations for key variables that have been left outof the analysis, suh as long-term interest rates. From the standpoint of atuallyoveroming the 1970s ritiques, it is diÆult to say whether the urrent modelsrepresent progress or regress. What the models learly represent, in my view, is ajump to a new and very promising starting point from whih to assault the goal.My main onlusion will be that the pratial merits of DSGE models residesmainly in the promise of further development. Before turning to that development,it is important to emphasize that even the existing DSGE models have an important20



role to play in the poliy proess.2.4 Existing DSGE models from the perspetive of the seond bestAs outlined by Solow, in the fae of inomplete understanding and intratable prob-lems, models an play a role in organizing our thinking, plaing struture on ourinterpretation of the data, and training our professional intuition. I see at leastthree advantages of the urrent DSGE models from this perspetive.First, even weak-form mirofoundations have advantages. In a model with mi-rofoundations, weak or strong, eonomi reasons for any outome an be traed toroot fundamental auses. Thus, whether or not the mirofoundations are right, themodels allow us to sharpen eonomi intuitions about how basi eonomi meha-nisms operate. Over the nearly 20 years I spent at the Fed, I observed a onsiderableinrease in the sharpness with whih dynami eonomis was disussed, and I thinkthis would have been hard to attain had many partiipants in the proess not sharp-ened their skills using DSGE models.Seond, for some questions, existing DSGE models may be the best models wehave. Poliymakers are sometimes presented with questions that so thoroughly in-volve expetational and general equilibrium e�ets that traditional models and waysof thinking are of little use. I believe the �rst major presentation of DSGE results tothe Board of the Fed ame in analyzing the di�erential properties of expeted andunexpeted, asymmetri produtivity shoks in the open eonomy.11 Of ourse, theFed was onerned that this was a relevant ase in the late 1990s, but sorting out theompliated mix of e�ets on onsumption, labor, output, external borrowing, andthe exhange rate would have been very diÆult without a DSGE model. Despitethe arguments from the �rst-best perspetive given above, the models provided avery useful role in the seond-best goal of `getting a handle on the fats.'Eggertson and Woodford's (2004) analysis of the role of expetations in optimalpoliy behavior when nominal interest rates are near zero provides seond example11 This work was performed by Ereg, Guerrieri, and Gust using the Fed's SIGMA model and isdoumented in Ereg, et al. 2003. 21



of a problem that would be diÆult to study without the internally onsistent treat-ment of expetations in DSGE models. For similar reasons, DSGE models make itpossible to get a basi handle on the pratial merits of disretionary poliy versus,say, ommitment under the timeless perspetive (e.g., Adolfson, et al. 2006). Thisissue is beginning to be disussed in publi speehes by monetary poliy makers(Bergo, 2007).Third, the initial generation of eonomists trained in the DSGE tradition arenow at least at mid-areer. Essentially all the new eonomists entering entralbanking have been trained in this tradition. Whether for good or for ill (I think itis for good), DSGE maro is rapidly beoming the way maroeonomists struturetheir thinking. For many questions, even the urrent generation of DSGE modelsmay failitate a more produtive poliy disussion than is possible using one of thetraditional big maro models, whih, in my experiene, simply perplex many of thosetrained after, say, 1985 or 1990.These advantages of the urrent implementations of DSGE models are admit-tedly modest from a �rst-best perspetive. They are all in the family of training ourintuition, illuminating broad priniples, and providing a language for disussion. Ithink these bene�ts are substantial from the seond-best perspetive. There are, inmy view, muh bigger gains attainable through further development of the models.3 Exploiting the poliymaking potential of DSGE mod-elsThe broad, largely pedagogial role just desribed does not inlude taking veryliterally the model's optimal poliy impliations. Indeed, it does not inlude any ofthe roles in day-to-day assessment of the eonomy and poliy that have been servedby the old maroeonometri models. In this setion, we explore the degree to whihthe new models should supplant the old in these roles.In the seond-best perspetive, we would like models to help struture our ur-22



rent analysis, but if they are to do so e�etively, it is important that we understandthe degree to whih the models broadly reet our understanding of the eonomy|limited as they may be. In this regard, I think it is useful to ontrast the traditionalmodel formulation with that desribed for DSGE models. Unfortunately, the trad-tional development approah is ad ho, opaque, and diÆult to haraterize. I ob-served, but did not partiipate diretly in, the development of the Fed's new models(FRB/US, FRB/Global) introdued in 1995. The proess involved heavy involve-ment and of eonomists and poliymakers at every level level of the organization. Ithink it is aurate to say that the model development phase did not stop until therelevant group of deisionmakers agreed that the model met the seond-best-stylegoals suÆiently well.12In ontrast, the formulation and estimation of the urrent generation of DSGEmodels looks more like an attempt to purge, or at least to minimize, the e�ets ofprior judgment. The spei�ation of the model involves a great many largely adho deisions: what margins to add shoks to? What deisions to put fritions on,what form should these take? The estimation is then based on a di�use prior overthe parameters of a large, imperfetly understood model with a large, and weaklyjusti�ed, set of fritions and driven by a large, and weakly justi�ed set exogenousshoks.Before the new DSGE models should supplant more traditional models, poliy-makers should probably onsider questions like the following: Is the model broadlyonsistent with your view of the business yle? Of the transmission mehanismof monetary poliy? If the model produes a result that onits with your intu-itions, would you be more likely to question the model or your intuition? These areall essentially ways of asking whether the formal posterior omputed for the modelis a reasonable haraterization of the poliymakers' atual (partial and imperfet)posterior at the end of the analysis.I am not ritiizing the standard DSGE modelling approah as a ontribution to12 This is onsistent with the desriptions of these issues in, Reifshneider et al. 2005, andStokton 2002. 23



basi researh. Indeed, in this role the approah may be preferred. By purging theanalysis of any one set of expert beliefs, the researh an demonstrate the generiviability of the lass of models. However, imposition of beliefs that might have beenseen as heating or bias in establishing the sienti� result, is preisely the expertjudgement we want to bring to bear in poliymaking.Of ourse, one glory of the Bayesian approah is that it allows for a oherentand systemati melding of expert judgement and data. Bringing formal Bayesiantools to bear in inorporating judgement presents a great opportunity to put thesemodels on a muh stronger footing than that of predeessors.In this setion, I argue for and illustrate a partiular blend of model hek-ing. The formal Bayesian tools, for the most part, are standard. For example, JohnGeweke (2005) presents a wide array of general tools for evaluating model adequay.The partiular emphasis is based on Geweke's (2007) reent suggestions about infer-ene in inomplete models. The results are worked out more fully in Gupta (2008)and Faust and Gupta (2008).At the outset, I emphasize that the builders of the DSGE models have ritiquedthese models themselves (e.g,, DSSW, 2007; Del Negro and Shorfheide, 2007,2008;Shorfheide, Sill, and Kryshki, 2008), stating boths strengths and weaknesses anddeveloping many useful diagnosti tools that are omplementary to what I propose.3.1 Inferene about features of interestIn the seond best perspetive, we have ertain beliefs and we would like a modelto help struture our thinking, helping us make onnetions we might not otherwisehave made, et. If the model surprises us, we might alter our understanding, but wemight deide that the surprise is an artifat of some unsavory feature of the modelthat we had not notied or had not yet found a way to �x.In my view, as a new model is brought into the poliy proess, it would be best tohave a solid sense of whih aspets of the model are to be taken relatively seriouslyand whih are the unsavory bits. A key step, in this view, is to follow the Adelmans24



in listing some beliefs expliitly.For example, many of us (in my experiene) have fairly strong priors aboutsome basi business yle properties of data. Sine Granger's (1966) lassi workidentifying the `typial spetral shape' of a maro variable, it has been standardto view the business yle in frequeny-domain terms. One ommon approah isto partition the spetrum into low frequeny, business yle frequeny, and highfrequeny variation. In any model, we an ompute the share of the variane ofeah variable attributable to utuations in eah ategory.In this way, we an evaluate whether the model distributes variane aross thespetrum in a way that roughly mathes the data. Of ourse, this has been a majorproblem for DSGE models. As noted above, there is nothing tehnially speialabout at frequeny domain measures: the point here is to build a list of importantfeatures for the model to meet.Consider a more strutural example. Historially, entral bankers and aademishave been onerned about the long, and potentially variable, lags in the responseof the eonomy to monetary poliy shoks. In pratial disussions, one regularlyhears statements from entral bankers that poliy does not have it main e�ets forup to a year. Of ourse, a linearized model will not produe variable lags (exept assampling utuation), but we an assess whether the lags are long. For example, wemight ompare the impat e�et of a poliy shok and the magnitude of the shokat other horizons relative to the impat e�et.Finally, we may have ore beliefs about the de�ienies of urrent DSGE models.For example, a key problem in DSGE models has been that agents in the modelseem to be too willing to substitute at the margins. This is what motivates habitformation, adjustment osts, and persistent shoks to marginal onditions. Thus,one might want to fous on, say, the orrelation between, say, interest rates andonsumption or investment.
25



3.2 MeasuresFormally, all of the population features I will disuss will be a funtion of the DSGEmodel parameter. That is, if � is the vetor of DSGE model parameters, then thefeatures an be written as nonstohasti funtions of �, say  = f(�).There are several natural items to investigate regarding these s. Sine theprior reported in standard work is di�use and largely arbitrary, it may be usefulto investigate the implied marginal prior for the s. This ould reveal whether theformal prior as spei�ed onforms at all to our atual priors about the businessyle. Further, we might also disover that the formal prior, whih is di�use in apartiular sense, might be dogmati about partiular features of interest.Of ourse, neither � nor  is diretly observable, and it an be important toanhor the analysis in a disussion of observables. There will generally be one ormore natural sample analogs of the features. Let me all any suh measurehat(YT ) when the available sample is Y whih inludes T observations. Thesefuntions of the data orrespond to Box's (1980) heking funtions. The prior over�, in onjuntion with the model, will also imply a density, alled a prior preditivedensity, for ̂. This density reveals range of results for ̂ we should expet to see inany given sample, given the prior and model.Obviously, a primary fator a�eting the prior preditive density is sample size.In small samples that is not very informative about , we expet the prior preditivedensity for ̂T to be quite di�use even if the prior for  is not.Finally, we might also onsider the posterior preditive density for sample fea-tures, ̂. The posterior from one exerise is, of ourse, the prior for the next, so theomputation and interpretation of the posterior preditive density mirrors that ofthe prior preditive.Computation of all these measures is fairly trivial (see, e.g., Geweke, 2005) whenthe model has been estimated using a Monte Carlo-based method. All the inputsfor the alulations are natural outputs of the estimation proess. For details onthe spei� measures in this paper and a sketh of the omputational issues, see the26



Appendix.3.3 ExampleFirst, onsider whether the variane of output growth and ination in the modelis distributed aross, low, business yle, and high frequeny yles in a way thatis onsistent with the data. Figure 1 shows that the model is a great suess inthis regard for both variables in all three frequeny ranges. For ination, the prior,posterior, and data all orrespond: most variane in ination in the sample is at lowfrequeny and the model an aommodate that. For output growth, the data leadto a substantial shift from the prior to the posterior. In a full analysis, we wouldontinue this examination with the other variables and onsidering the oherene ofthe variables.For illustration purposes, turn to the seond topi: long and variable lags in thetransmission mehanism. Figure 2 gives the prior and posterior densities for theimpulse response to a poliy shok at 2 horizons|on impat and after 4 periods.The shok raises the annualized interest rate 25 basis points on impat. The priorand posterior for the impat e�et on output nearly orrespond and are entered ona one-for-one e�et: 25 basis points on the interest rate on impat gets you 25 about25 basis points on the annualized quarterly growth rate. After a year, the negativee�et on the growth rate has grown, about doubling at the mean. For ination, theimpat e�et is similar, the e�et does not grow as muh, however. I suspet thatthe nearly one-for-one impat e�et with only modest expansion over the next yeardoes not apture the onventional wisdom of many poliymakers. Some struturalVAR work (e.g., Faust, 1998) suggests that small hanges in the identi�ed impate�et of poliy shoks an be assoiated with large hanges in other aspets of themodel.Finally, turn to the response of the eonomy at the intertemporal margin (Fig.3). In the prior, onsumption growth is fairly strongly negatively orrelated withinterest rates. The posterior is shifted toward lower negative orrelation, but the27



orrelation remains muh stronger than in the data. Both the prior and posterior forthe orrelation between onsumption and investment are entered on zero: higherinterest rates lower onsumption, but presumably may raise or lower investment.The data, however, show a strong positive orrelation. Some of the dissonane heremay be more apparent than real. The prior preditive density for the onsumption,investment orrelation (lower right) is widely dispersed, indiating that under theprior, the available sample size is suÆiently small that a wide range of sample val-ues are onsistent with the model/prior. The onsumption-interest rate orrelationremains problemati from this perspetive.One again, the partiulars I have hosen to disuss are not important. Myintent is simply to illustrate the seletion and examination of some broad featuresof interest.3.4 More formal uses and inomplete modelsThe methods disussed so far take no expliit aount of the seond-best presump-tion that our best models may be inomplete. Geweke (2007) notes expliit Bayesianinferene generally presumes existene of a omplete probability model for the phe-nomena in question and that performing inferene under an expliit assumption ofinomplete understanding has been a long-standing topi in the Bayesian frame-work. Geweke proposes a way to bring in the notion of inompleteness that �tsniely with the seond-best perspetive disussed here.Our idea of an inomplete model is essentially that analysts may have beliefsabout ertain maroeonomi phenomena or features, without having a ompleteoherent model of those phenomena. One natural interpretation of this state ofa�airs is that the analyst has a prior diretly over the joint distribution of ertain̂s.13In a standard Bayesian omparison of two omplete models, A and B, we mightompute the Bayes fator in favor of A: p(YT jA)=p(YT jB), where the p terms are13 As emphasized by Geweke, this prior need not even be oherent in the sense that the prior isonsistent with any omplete model. 28



the marginal likelihood of the sample YT , given the model.In the ase where model B is inomplete, Geweke argues for onsidering theBayes fator, p(̂(YT )jA)=p(̂(YT )jB) that is, the marginal likelihood of the relevantobservables. Loosely speaking this is the natural analog of the omplete modelomparison on�ned to the behavior of the features of interest. If the Bayes fatorin favor of the formal model is favorable, we might onlude the model passes onetest of adequay as a representation of our beliefs about the feature. If not, wemight go bak to the drawing board.Overall, merely expliitly speifying features of interest and examining the modelfrom the standpoint of those features, as done in the example, is a step in the di-retion of brining expert judgement into the proess in a systemati way. Goingfurther and attempting expliitly odify the beliefs about the features in an inom-plete model o�ers important opportunities for further gains.4 ConlusionFor the �rst time sine the early 1970s, the times again are exiting for those ofus interested in the art and siene of pratial poliy analysis. The new lass ofDSGE models and rapidly expanding set of tools provide every prospet that poliyanalysis an be put on a muh sounder basis than ever before.The advanes in DSGE modelling to date, however, have ome at the morebasi end of the researh spetrum. Exitement over these inredibly importantadvanes should not blur our vision over what of pratial relevane has atuallybeen ahieved. While we have generated a family of models that broadly mathesbusiness yle features, existing implementations of these models are little better,and may be worse, than the models of the 1970s from the standpoint of the majorritiques of those older models. We have a promising jumping o� point for assaultingthose problems, but onsiderable work remains to be done.I have argued for a perspetive of the seond best in poliy analysis. In thisperspetive, the ritiques of the 1970s models set too high a standard|that is, a29



standard we may not soon meet. In the meantime, poliy analysts need models thathelp struture their thinking and data analysis and train our professional intuition.This perspetive has a long tradition in maro, and, in my view, this perspetiveexplains the major role 1970s-style maroeonometri models have ontinued toserve at entral banks for the 25 years after the major mistakes.DSGE models are rapidly beoming an important tool in this modest role. Thebiggest opportunity for advane, in my view, is in the area of heking the sensesin whih these models are and are not onsistent with onventional wisdom aboutbusiness yles and the role of poliy. Greater larity on these issues will greatlyenhane the important roles these models are already serving.
AppendixThis appendix desribes the omputation of the numbers reported.For any model parameter, �, we need to ompute (�) and ̂(YT (�)), the lat-ter being the sample statisti in a sample of size T when the data are generatedaording to �.We want the statistis to have well-de�ned de�nitions outside the ontext ofthe model, so the s omputed are (a numerial approximation to) the populationstatistis for a pseudo-true VAR approximation to the model with parameter �. Forany �, we solve for the dynamis of the observables in the model using ode providedby the authors of the model. Then we generate one draw of 10,000 observationsfor all variables, estimate a VAR(4) and then ompute and save the s implied byproperties of that VAR. Our sample moments are also omputed as the properties ofan analogous VAR, but estimated using the atual sample data. Thus, for ̂(YT (�)),we generate the relevant sample and ompute the VAR and then the implied s.For the impulse responses, there is no sample analog. The impulse responses arethose implied diretly by the model parameter and omputed using ode provided30



by the original authors.For the frequeny domain statistis, we partition the spetrum at 2�=32 and2�=4.For the prior distributions of s, we take a large number of draws from the priordistribution and ompute and save the s for eah. The resulting histograms arewhat is reported. For the posteriors, sine the models were originally estimate usingMonte Carlo methods, we an follow the original estimation sheme to get a set ofposterior draws for the model parameters. One again, we ompute the s for eah,and report a histogram of the results.
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Figure 1:  Prior, posterior, and sample values for share of variance of output growth (y) 
and inflation (p)  at low, business cycle and high frequencies. Note: prior is thin; 
posterior is thick, sample is vertical. 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
                
             
 
 
Figure 2:  Prior and posterior for the response of output growth (y) and inflation (p) to 
monetary policy shock on impact and after 4 quarters.  The shock raises the interest rate 
25 basis points on impact.  The responses are in annualized percentage points.  The left 
column gives the impact effect; the right column gives the effect after 4 periods minus 
the impact effect. Prior is thin; posterior thick. 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Figure 3:  Prior, posterior, and prior predictive densities and sample value for the 
unconditional correlation between consumption growth and interest rates (c,r), and 
consumption and investment growth (c,I).  On left , prior is thin, posterior thick, sample 
vertical; on right prior predictive is given, sample vertical. 


